2014 American Indian Log
Names in bold indicate individual is of Native descent.
Nations/tribes are listed as named in each book.

Last Updated: 2/24/15

These titles represent children’s and young adult books published in 2014 that were received at the Cooperative Children’s Book Center from January 1, 2014, to the date indicated on the update above. It is a comprehensive list of all books received. Inclusion on this list does not indicate a CCBC recommendation.

Setting: North America

General/Unspecified/Multiple Nations

- Novels
  Hill, Kirkpatrick. *Bo at Iditarod Creek*. Illus. Leuyen Pham. (In Asian Log for Illustrator and African/African American Log for subject)

- Picture Book

- Nonfiction

Canada

Mohawk

- Novel

- Nonfiction
Nisga’a

- Traditional Story/Folklore


United States

Anishinabe (Ojibwe, Ojibwa, Chippewa)

- Novel


- Picture Book


Cherokee

- Novel


- Traditional Story/Folklore


- Nonfiction


Choctaw

- Novels


Tingle, Tim. *No Name*. (Pathfinders) 7th Generation

- Traditional Story/Folklore

Cree

- Novel

- Picture Book

Hopi

- Nonfiction

Inuit & Yupik (Eskimo)

- Novels

- Picture Books
  Cali, Davide. *The Little Eskimo*. Wilkins Farago. (also in translated log from French)

- Traditional Story/Folklore

Inuvialuit

- Nonfiction

Lakota (Dakota, Sioux)

- Nonfiction

Mohican

- Nonfiction
Osage

- Novel
  Smith, Cynthia Leitich. *Feral Curse*. Candlewick Press. (Also in African-American log for content)

Shoshone

- Nonfiction
  St. George, Judith. *What was the Lewis and Clark Expedition?* Illus Tom Foley. Grosset & Dunlap.

Taino

- Novel

Setting: Central America

Aztec

- Novel
  Sutton, Laurie S. *Scooby-Doo! The Mystery of the Aztec Tomb*. Capstone.

Setting: Pacific Islands (also in Asian/Pacific Islander log)

Hawai’i

- Novel

Books by Native Authors & Artists without Obvious Native Cultural Content

- Novel

- Picture Book